8	THE AGE OF REASON
I would venture to call it * moderation/ and to affirm that this
moderation expressed itself, even if somewhat elusively, in a
* sane cosmopolitanism/
The list of the age's deficiencies is no doubt long; yet, to
quote Saintsbury again, judgment must rest not upon its
deficiencies, but on what it has of positive to offer, what is
its own contribution to that glory of the past which is
imperishably ours.
It is true that the peoples of the twentieth century have
enormously outdistanced those of the eighteenth in the control
of nature, in the management of natural forces; but have
they greatly improved upon it in regard to the management
of themselves? " The intelligent world," wrote Montesquieu
in De VEsprit de$ lois, " is far from being so well governed as
the physical/' I am inclined to think that the eighteenth cen-
tury, even in comparison with the present age, did pretty well.
Besides learning useful lessons from the past we can have
wholesome recreation. The eighteenth century is one of the
playgrounds of the mind. It is the age of perfect balance,
between man and nature, between production and con-
sumption, between earnestness and indifference. The men of
the age—so far as there are typical men and a typical age—
felt that they had discovered the secret of life; they were
satisfied and serene.
Of these at any rate comparatively happy peoples the Italians
were the blithest. Italy in the eighteenth century—its masks
and carnivals, its shows and operas, its moderately opulent
towns, with their streets a little grass-grown, their comfortable
villas, secluded gardens, cultured democratic nobles and
bourgeoisie—was like the Italy of the last century of the ancient
world before the age of the barbarians. It enjoyed all the
benefits of inherited civilization. All the cultured people of
Europe came there to participate in a country where war
scarcely ever occurred, and where the sound of politics was
never heard. Every town had its literary, artistic, musical
elide. Arcadia, the fashionable academy, was everywhere, a
republic of letters,

